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Designing and building mobile applications for
Apple’s iOS platform.
Collaborating with the design team to define app
features.
Ensuring quality and performance of the
application to specifications.
Identifying potential problems and resolving
application bottlenecks.
Fixing application bugs before the final release.
Publishing application on App Store.
Maintaining the code and atomization of the
application.
Designing and implementing application updates.

JOB DESCRIPTION

We are looking to hire a talented iOS developer to
design, build, and maintain the next generation of iOS
applications. Your primary focus will be developing
high-end iOS applications for the latest Apple mobile
devices. Your duties may include collaborating with
the design team for new application features,
identifying and fixing application bottlenecks,
maintaining the core code, and updating applications
published on the App Store. Your role expectations are:



Bachelor’s degree in computer science or software
engineering.
Proven experience as an app developer.
Proficient in Objective-C, Swift, and Cocoa Touch.
Extensive experience with iOS Frameworks such as
Core Data and Core Animation.
Knowledge of iOS back-end services.
Knowledge of Apple’s design principles and
application interface guidelines.
Proficient in code versioning tools including
Mercurial, Git, and SVN.
Knowledge of C-based libraries.
Familiarity with push notifications, APIs, and cloud
messaging.
Experience with continuous integration.

TECHNICAL AND PERSONAL SKILLSET



FOLLOW US

We help companies convert data into actionable intelligence
using strong data science, data engineering & cloud engineering
skills matched with critical business thinking.

LETS GROW 
TOGETHER!
About Valiance Analytics

|    Visit us at-  www.valiancesolutions.com

WFH with Flexible timings1

Twice a year appraisal for
high performers
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Be a part of company's
ESOP pool
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Sponsorship of Cloud
Certifications
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Get to work on exciting
projects 
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Why work with us?


